
 
 
 
 
               
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 

Strumica is the cleanest town 
located in the south-east part of 
our country, Macedonia. There are 
a lot of fountains, palm trees, 
flower gardens and of course the 
biggest park which takes our 
breath. Because of all that the 
municipality of Strumica has won 
the award “The best municipality in 
ecology” that is given from the 
Ministry for environment of 
Macedonia. Strumica has deserved 
the epithet the town of ecology 
because our municipality has made a 
lot of ecology actions like: The day 
of tree, Cleaning our river, The 
flowers under the King’s tower 
again, Small parks, The cleaning of 
Strumica and others. 
 

CLEAN OUR TOWN FOR BETTER MORNING 
One of many ecology actions that are made in our 
town is THE CLEANING OF STRUMICA. This 
action started on March 21, 2007 and it 
successfully finished on the same date, but after 
a year. During this action were cleaned a lot of 
public places, streets, parks, institutions’ yards, 
rivers’ canals, zones around the city and other 
“black points”. There were also planted a lot of 
trees, flowers and other green plants in the 
town. In this action main participants were the 
citizens of our town, but there also participated: 
the ecology association “Planetum”, the public 
company for cleaning “Komunalec”, the water’s 
industry organization “Strumichki Sliv”, the 
company for green zones “Belasica”, all schools in 
Strumica and of course the Municipality of 
Strumica. When this action started, a lot of 
green T-shirts were given to the people who 
wanted to participate, for advertising the action. 
And every day there were “green people” around 
the town who were making some eco work. One 
day we also participated in this action. Every 
student of our school was part of it and then the 
next morning we had cleaner school. With this 
action, we (the citizens of Strumica) made our 
town to be the cleanest town in our country and 
that was awarded from the Ministry for 
environment of Macedonia. Only a year was 
necessary to make one town to be the cleanest. 
Will we have all country clean if we clean every 
year??? YES… And if we start now, will we have 
all Earth clean??? Of course YES. So, let’s start 
do it for better morning for us. Now the action 
will be called THE CLEANING OF EARTH. ☺        


